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I. INTRODUCTION AND QUALIFICATIONS


My name is Michael Pelcovits. I am a Principal of the consulting finn Microeconomic


Consulting & Research Associates, Inc. ("MICRA"), which specializes in the analysis of antitrust


and regulatory economics. My business address is 1155 Connecticut Avenue, Washington, D.C.


20036.1


Since joining MICRA in 2002, I have prepared reports and testimony on a wide range of


applied microeconomic issues, including telecommunications and intellectual property. I


testified on behalf of SoundExchange in Docket Nos. 2005-1 CRB DTRA and 2005-5 CRB-


DTNSRA. I have also consulted for major corporations in telecommunications and other


industries and provided testimony before the Federal Communications Commission, many state


regulatory commissions, the Office of Telecommunications ("Oftel") in the United Kingdom, the


European Commission, and the Ministry of Telecommunications of Japan.


Prior to joining MICRA, I was Vice President and Chief Economist at WorldCom. In this


position, and in a similar position at MCI prior to its merger with WorldCom, I was responsible


for directing economic analysis of regulatory and antitrust matters before federal, state, foreign,


and international government agencies, legislative bodies, and Courts. Prior to my employment


at MCI, I was a founding principal of a consulting finn, Cornell, Pelcovits & Brenner. From


1979 to 1981, I was Senior Staff Economist in the Office of Plans and Policy, Federal


Communications Commission.


I have lectured widely at universities and published several articles on


telecommunications regulation and international economics. I hold a B.A. from the University


of Rochester (summa cure laude) and a Ph.D. in Economics from the Massachusetts Institute of


Technology, where I was a National Science Foundation fellow.


1 A copy of my curriculum vitae is attached as Appendix I.







II. OVERVIEW OF TESTIMONY


I have been asked by counsel for SoundExchange to analyze its recommended rates for


the compulsory license fee to be set in this proceeding for the digital audio transmission of sound


recordings by eligible preexisting satellite digital audio radio services ("SDARS") set forth in 17


U.S.C. § 114(j)(10), and for preexisting subscription services ("PES") operating under the


statutory licenses set out in 17 U.S.C. § 114(j)(11). Based on my analysis, discussed in the


following sections, I find the SoundExchange proposed rates to be economically justified and


consistent with the policy directives set out in 17 U.S.C. § 801(b)(1).


In reaching my conclusions, I reviewed the academic literature on music licensing, the


trade press covering the satellite radio industry, research reports by a variety of financial analysts


who follow the industry, surveys on consumer attitudes towards satellite radio, and the


economics literature on cooperative games and the Shapley value solution to such games. I also


reviewed and relied upon the testimony of Mr. Sean Butson, Dr. Yoram Wind, and Dr. Janusz


Ordover. I rely in particular on Mr. Butson’s financial analysis, Dr. Wind’s survey evidence, and


Dr. Ordover’s economic analysis.


My report is organized in the following manner. In Section III, I explain the logic of the


approaches I use to derive rates consistent with the statutory factors, and I explain how those


approaches complement the analysis provided by Dr. Ordover. Further, I explain the


significance of the substitution effect of the SDARS service on other forms of music listening to


pricing under the four statutory factors.


In Sections IV and V of my testimony I offer two methods for identifying appropriate


pricing for the SDARS services.


! set out the first economic framework in Section IV of my testimony. That approach


relies on data concerning the amounts the SDARS paid in competitive market transactions for







non-music content available on their services. For example, we have information on Sirius’s


payment for Howard Stem’s programming, the financial benefit Sirius expected as a result, and


the financial benefit Sirius obtains from the sound recordings it offers. I extrapolate from this


information and derive a rate for the blanket license for sound recordings at issue here. This


analysis suggests that the SDARS should be paying at least 24.5% of revenue or $2.94 per


subscriber per month for sound recordings in the final year of the statutory period.


The second framework I develop is set out in Section V of my report. It relies on


empirical data reflecting the SDARS’ costs and revenues and on standard economic modeling


techniques. When an SDARS has achieved a scale that allows it to be a stable and profitable


enterprise, it pays for content out of revenues it collects from the customers it expects to attract,


after paying the other costs necessary to operate its service. Reliable projections of the SDARS’


expected revenues in 2012 at the end of the license term, and reliable projections of its expected


costs over the same period, allow me to identify the pool of surplus revenue that will be divided


among the various content providers and the SDARS’ shareholders at a point when the SDARS


themselves claim they will be profitable, self-sustaining, businesses. I analyze that data in the


first subsection of Section V. It shows that each SDARS customer will generate a surplus of


approximately $4.67 per month at the end of the statutory period.


Before that data can be used to generate a rate, I must allocate to the sound recording


copyright holders their appropriate share of that surplus revenue. In the second subsection of


Section V, I divide that surplus among the various content providers and the SDARS themselves.


In doing so I rely on the results of survey data collected for this proceeding by Dr. Wind. I then


make use of what is called a "Shapley" solution to a game theory model to divide the surplus


based on Dr. Wind’s results. The Shapley solution is a standard and well-known economic







technique for dividing a surplus among multiple parties contributing to an ultimate product --


here the SDARS themselves and the various content providers. I conclude that the sound


recording copyright holders are entitled to approximately 62% of the surplus generated by the


SDARS when they become stable and profitable businesses. That translates into a rate in 2012


of $2.90 per month per subscriber, or 24% of revenue.


In Section VI of my report, in light of these two different modeling approaches, I address


SoundExchange’s rate proposal for the SDARS. I conclude that SoundExchange’s proposed rate


is consistent with both of my models and with the four statutory factors. That rate starts at the


greater of $1.10 per subscriber per month or 10% of revenue in 2007, and ends at $2.75 per


subscriber per month or 23% of revenue in 2012. The rate sensibly follows a "greater of" rate


structure common to certain marketplace agreements.


Finally, in Section VII of my report, I analyze SoundExchange’s proposed rate for the


PES. That rate in the first year of the statutory license is the greater of 15% of revenue or


$.05/subscriber/month, rising each year and ending at the last year of the license at 30% of


revenue or $.25/subscriber/month. I find that rate consistent with the statutory factors, based on


a comparison with the rate I previously proposed in CRB DTRA Docket No. 2005-1 (the


"webcasting proceeding"), making adjustments for the differences between the services, and also


for the different statutory standards that apply in the webcasting proceeding.


III. THE SECTION 801(B)(1) FACTORS


This Court faces a difficult task in setting the price for the compulsory license. It is


required to fashion a rate designed:


To maximize the availability of creative works to the public;


To afford the copyright owner a fair return for his creative work
and the copyright user a fair income under existing economic
conditions;
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To reflect the relative roles of the copyright owner and the
copyright user in the product made available to the public with
respect to relative creative contribution, technological contribution,
capital investment, cost, risk, and contribution to the opening of
new markets for creative expression and media for their
communication; and


To minimize any disruptive impact on the structure of the
industries involved and on generally prevailing industry practices.


17 U.S.C. § 801(b). The statute offers no guidance on how to translate these policy goals into a


concrete rate. Even an exhaustive consideration of each side’s "technical contribution," for


example, would not point the Court to a particular rate or rate structure.


Dr. Janusz Ordover is submitting testimony analyzing the statutory factors and describing


how economists would effectuate these policy directives in rate-setting. I adopt Dr. Ordover’s


view that here, the policy objectives set out by Congress are most fully satisfied by rates that


would be the likely outcome of marketplace negotiations among the individual record companies


and the individual SDARS. In what follows I identify rates that would be derived in such a


competitive marketplace, were it to exist. That analysis is supplemented, however, by


consideration of the fourth factor, which reflects policies that may be, but are not necessarily,


consistent with results from the competitive market.


As Dr. Ordover explains, the critical determinate of the market (and fair) price of sound


recordings ultimately is the value those sound recordings have to the consumers who purchase


them. That is one reason why the rates sound recordings obtain in free market transactions are


relevant to the rates that should be set here. Rather than repeat Dr. Ordover’s explanation, I offer


two additional and related points, one theoretical, one practical.
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A. The Effect of Substitution on Price


It is important to consider the potential for one type of music distribution mechanism to


substitute for others. If a license is set artificially low for the music provided through one


distribution media, this will result in marketplace distortions due to an inefficient substitution


between one mechanism and the others. It will also reduce the expected revenues of the owners


of the sound recording copyright2 and lead to less creative effort by artists and record companies


over the long run.


There are many different ways that consumers listen to music, and they are not perfect


substitutes for each other. Some are better suited for home, some for the car, some have higher


sound quality than others, and some give the consumer more choice, to name just a few obvious


distinctions. While acknowledging these distinctions, it is also the case that these services are all


fundamentally similar because they all provide sound recordings to consumers.


Consequently, the services to a greater or lesser extent substitute for each other. There


are only so many hours in the day, and only so many dollars that a consumer can devote to music


purchasing in particular, or to leisure activities in general. A person who listens to music


primarily while commuting to work has a choice: he may listen to satellite radio, he may play a


CD, or he may plug his iPod into his car stereo system and listen to pre-recorded music. If


consumers choose satellite radio for the car, they will to a greater or lesser degree stop playing


CDs in the car. That is highly likely to translate over time into fewer CD purchases.


This point is not lost on the SDARS. They offer the substitution value of their service as


a selling point. On their web pages they prominently feature testimonials by their customers that


2 I am aware here that SoundExchange’s royalty is shared between the copyright holder and the
artist. In my testimony when I refer to the sound recording copyright holder’s royalty or share, I
intend to refer to payments to SoundExchange for the benefit of both the copyright holder and
the artist.







satellite radio customers no longer need to purchase CDs.3 Analysts who study the music


industry are focused on this proceeding because they also believe that as the SDARS grow in


scale, the substitution effect of unreasonably low royalty rates will harm the music industry.


3 http://testimonials.xmradio.com/, captured on October 18, 2006;
http://testimonials.xmradio.corn!xm_experience/xm_experience__more.html, captured on October
18, 2006; http://www.sirius.com/servlet/ContentServer?pagename=Sirius
/Page&c=WhatlsHome&cid= 1107787276710, captured on October 18, 2006.







Because of the substitution effect the SDARS create, failure to set a royalty rate at a level


commensurate with the rates copyright holders obtain in other free market transactions will have


harmful consequences. A relatively low input price to the SDARS in the end will translate into a


relatively low retail rate. That in turn will lead customers to choose the SDARS over other forms


of music listening, not because they are necessarily more efficient, but because the SDARS are


underpaying for music. Other, perhaps more efficient or better forms of music distribution


therefore will be disadvantaged. That, in turn, will lead to downward pressure on the price sound


recordings get in marketplace transactions. In turn, this will lead to fewer and possibly lower


quality sound recordings being made. These policy results are the very opposite of the policy


results set out in the four statutory factors.


B.    The Use of Multiple Benchmarks


My second point is a practical one relating to the application of data and economic


reasoning to a complex market. There are a number of possible approaches that can be applied


to develop a rate that satisfies the statutory criteria. The Court therefore should not rely simply


on one benchmark or data set, but rather should engage in triangulation -- relying on the results


derived using different economic methodologies and different sets of empirical data, and then


4 CitiGroup Global Markets, Warner Music Group, Sept. 22, 2005, at 35-37 (emphasis in
original) (SX Ex. 103 DR).







selecting within that range the rate that best accommodates the statute’s purposes. Such an


approach has two advantages.


First, it makes the best use of all of the relevant empirical evidence. There is a growing


body of evidence that ought to inform this Court’s rate determination. Each type of evidence has


probative value and brings a different perspective to the case. A rate that is supported by


multiple measures is more likely to be an appropriate one.


Second, this approach makes the best use of economic reasoning and methodology.


There is no one "correct" method of economic analysis that will yield a result that best


accomplishes the four statutory policy goals.


be applied to consider the relevant evidence.


Instead, there are different economic tools that can


The most sound result therefore will come from


taking account of all of the evidence, rather than adopting a single approach. I offer two


approaches here, and Dr. Ordover offers others in his testimony. Together our reports offer a


substantial body of information that I believe correctly defines a range of rates that best satisfy


the statutory criteria.


IV. RATE-SETTING BASED ON THE COMPETITIVE PRICING OF OTHER
CONTENT ON SATELLITE RADIO


Based on my analysis of the prices the SDARS pay for other content, a comparable return


to sound recording rights holders would equate to 24.5% of SDARS’ total revenues, or $2.94 per


customer per month at the end of the statutory period. As I explain, that figure is a well-


supported real world benchmark that fully satisfies each of the statutory criteria.


The market price the SDARS would pay for sound recordings should be consistent with


the market prices already paid for other content. This data is also instructive because fairness is


a statutory objective. It is fair that each input to the SDARS’ services (e.g., sound recordings,


Howard Stem, the NFL) should be paid in proportion to the value it contributes to the SDARS’







business. In this section, I look at one well-defined example of non-music content, about which


there is the most information available in the public domain: the amount Sirius paid for the right


to carry Howard Stem’s programming.


SDARS purchase rights to content to attract subscribers. Because the value of content is


directly related to its ability to attract subscribers, different kinds of content are substitutable


inputs.5 An SDARS will choose to spend more money for one kind of content than another, and


will adjust its spending on programming to get the most revenue for its content expenditures.


The economic justification for this comparison is straightforward. Marginal product is


defined in economics as the change in the firm’s output with respect to a change in a particular


input.6 For the SDARS, the marginal product of alternative programming is the number of


subscribers attracted. The ratio of marginal products to prices should be the same across


substitute inputs.7 Specifically, the ratio of the prices of any two inputs should equal the ratio of


their marginal product. The more programming attracts and retains subscribers, the more


valuable it is, and the more the SDARS would pay for it. In non-technical terms, the amount


Sirius paid for Howard Stem and for other content on a per-customer-acquired basis ought to


equal the amount Sirius would pay for sound recordings on a per-customer-acquired basis.


5 Even where different forms of content may not be substitutes for the same subscribers, they are
still substitutable inputs for the SDARS. Some subscribers may like only sports, and others may
like only shock jock programming. But for the SDARS, if the spending on each form of
programming is out of proportion to the number of subscribers attracted by the programming,
then it will pay to shift spending away from the content type that is attracting relative few
subscribers, and increase spending on other content where the spending generates more
subscribers.
6 David Besanko and Ronald R. Braeutigam, Microeconomics, An Integrated Approach, John
Wiley and Sons, 2002, at 226.
7 Ibid, at 272.
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A.    Application to Four Statutory Criteria


This approach addresses particularly well the first and second of the four statutory


criteria. SoundExchange is not fairly compensated under the compulsory license if sound


recording payments, relative to the value sound recordings provides, are lower than the


comparable market-based payments to other content providers. Moreover, where sound


recording rights holders alone are undercompensated relative to a competitive market standard,


sound recordings will be undersupplied relative to other programming in the long run. That


outcome directly undermines the first statutory goal of "maximizing the availability" of sound


recordings, and it disserves consumer welfare.


This approach also is consistent with the other statutory factors. As to the third factor,


the SDARS would not have agreed to rates in marketplace transactions for content unless such


transactions made economic sense, that is, were likely to lead to revenues from subscriber gains


greater than the amount spent, and left the SDARS sufficient revenue to make the necessary


capital investment in their satellite networks. Thus, these marketplace transactions demonstrate


the SDARS’ own judgments about the value of content within the context of their own business


model, and the needs of their investors to recover, over time, the necessary risk-adjusted rate of


return to satisfy their investors. In that way, the market itself rewards risk and the contribution to


social welfare. Using the SDARS’ own content deals as a benchmark necessarily also is


consistent with the fourth statutory factor. The SDARS would not enter into transactions that


they believed would be destructive of their own businesses.


B. Analyzing the Stern Deal


There is good market information on the prices paid for other content and the number of


subscribers that SDARS believe that content attracts. The best and most complete data I have


been able to collect concerns Howard Stem’s contract with Sirius, so I will use that data to
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develop a comparable rate that Sirius would be expected to pay for sound recordings in a market


transaction, s


Sirius paid Howard Stern approximately $415 million in net present discounted value for


the rights to carry Stem’s programming for five years.9 Financial analysts, some of them briefed


on the Stern transaction by Sirius, generally put the number of incremental customers Sirius


expected to gain from Howard Stem’s programming at less than 1.75 million net customers.~0 I


use 1.75 million customers as the starting point for my analysis. From there, it is a


straightforward matter to calculate how much Sirius believed it was worth to pay for content that


8 Because there are no major relevant differences in this regard between Sirius and XM, the


Howard Stern data should provide good evidence of a market-based sound recordings rate that
applies to XM as well as to Sirius. Moreover, I expect that after discovery in this case,
SoundExchange will have obtained data making it possible to use this same methodology to
analyze data concerning the SDARS’ agreements with other content providers.
9 Stem’s deal with Sirius called for payments of$180 M in stock and cash, plus $80 M in cash,


in each of the next four years of the five year contract. See Kagan Research, Satellite Radio
Outlook, 2005, at 65-67. Discounting these payments back to year one using Sirius’s 12% cost
of equity yields a present value of $415 million. This is a conservative valuation for two
reasons. First, I assume that Sirius funded the entire Stern transaction out of equity, rather than a
blend of equity and lower cost debt. Second, Stem’s deal also included other payments based on
Sirius’s subscriber growth. Sirius achieved these growth targets in 2006, and apparently Stern
was paid another $150 million. See "Stern Compensation at Sirius Higher Than Expected,"
Forbes. corn, August 15, 2006. The incentive payments were part of the original agreement, but
valuing them at the time the contract was negotiated involves a number of subtle issues. To be
conservative, I value these incentive payments at zero. I fully expect that discovery will allow
me to place a better value on these incentive terms, as valued by Sirius, when the Stern contract
was negotiated. Given my conservative assumption that these incentive clauses have zero value,
of course, better information will only lead to an increase in the price Sirius expected it was
paying for Stern when the contract was negotiated.
~0 Analysts concluded that Sirius believed that Stern would bring 1.6 million or fewer new


customers to its network. See, e.g., Kagan Research, Satellite Radio Outlook, at 65 (1.6 million);
see also bridgeratings.com 7/8/2006 ("Our latest estimate is that a total of 1.35 million (11%) of
Stem’s fan base has migrated to Sirius"). Because Stern negotiated an exclusive deal with
Sirius, however, he should be given credit for the customers Sirius would have lost to XM had
Stern signed with XM rather than Sirius. It is not clear from the analysts’ description of Sirius’s
expected subscriber growth due to Stern whether they have included this cannibalization effect
or not. Therefore, to account for this phenomenon, for purposes of this exercise I make the
assumption that Sirius would give Stern credit for 1.75 million new customers, including those
who left XM to subscribe to Sirius because of Stern.
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would attract an individual subscriber. Sirius paid $237 per subscriber to Stem for the


incremental subscribers ($415 million divided by 1.75 million subscribers). Further, using a 42


month average life for the typical Sirius customer,11 I calculate that Sirius paid Stem about $5.64


per month for each incremental subscriber ($237 divided by 42). 12 According to Mr. Butson’s


testimony, Sirius is expected to generate $10.25 per subscriber per month in 2006, rising to


$11.65 in 2010 (the last year of Stem’s contract). 13 This implies that Sirius paid Stem from 48%


($5.64/$11.65) to 55% ($5.64/$10.25) of revenue for each subscriber that his programming


attracted to Sirius. That makes an average of slightly above 50% of revenue.


This analysis establishes that the SDARS themselves recognize that content that is


essential to attracting a particular group of customers is able to capture a substantial portion of


the SDARS’ revenues derived from those customers. The 50% figure ought to apply equally to


music content as to Stem, since a large catalog of music is essential to a music-based service and


attracts customers to Sirius just as Stem attracts customers. Subscribers attracted to Sirius solely


because of Howard Stem are a small subset of the total population of Sirius subscribers. Other


content deserves a similar percentage of the customers they bring to Sirius. These figures need


to be adjusted so that they apply to that share of the customer base that can be attributed to sound


recordings in the same sense that Stem’s 1.75 million customers are attributed to Stem.


Dr. Wind’s survey evidence indicates that about 56% of all of Sirius’s subscriber


revenues would be lost if it offered no music channels. 14 This revenue should be attributed to


11 See Butson Report at 16.
12Sirius Satellite Radio, 2005 Annual Report and Proxy Statement, at 5.
13I am excluding the advertising revenue per subscriber, because I have no information on the
split of this revenue between Sirius and Howard Stem.
14 Dr. Wind’s survey shows that 56% of Sirius’s subscribers would either cancel (41%) or reduce


the amount they are willing to pay to an average of $7.27 (15%). Since the price cut to keep
those who would buy Sirius without music at a lower price is so large, it would not be profitable
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sound recordings, in the same way that the revenues from 1.75 million customers are attributed


to Stem. If music content were to receive 50% of the revenue for the 56% of the customers


attracted to the SDARS by music, that is equivalent to 28% (50% x 56%) of the revenue


associated with all of the SDARS’ customers. In other words, based on what Sirius paid for


Howard Stem’s programming, in a similar marketplace transaction I would expect music content


to receive approximately 28% of revenue for use of its licenses. Assuming as analysts do that


the music publishers received 3.5% of that revenue, this would leave a SoundExchange royalty


of approximately 24.5%.


In sum, if Sirius paid the sound recording owners an amount comparable to what it paid


Howard Stem in an open marketplace transaction, it would pay approximately 24.5% of


revenues to SoundExchange over the entire license period. Based on an average revenue per


subscriber of about $12.00 in 2012, this would be the equivalent of about $2.94 per subscriber


per month.


V. PRICING BASED ON FINANCIAL SITUATION OF THE SDARS


In this section, I perform an analysis of the SDARS’ finances, and derive a rate based on


that analysis. First, I calculate the revenues the SDARS likely will generate in 2012 when by


their own account they will be mature and profitable businesses. I subtract from that number all


of the SDARS’ costs during that period, including a reasonable portion of a profit for their


investors, other than the costs of the content they provide over their satellite systems. The result


is the surplus generated by their business. That surplus can then be divided up among the


various content providers and the SDARS themselves to the extent they earn a profit above and


beyond the normal rate of return a business of their type would expect to generate. I then make


for Sirius to cut the price for all customers to $7.27. Thus, Dr. Wind’s survey results indicate
that Sirius could be expected to lose 56% of its revenues if it offered no music.
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use of economic modeling to propose an optimal allocation of that surplus among the SDARS’


shareholders and the various content providers.


My results show that in 2012 the SDARS will obtain surplus of $4.67 (in 2007 dollars)


per customer per month, above and beyond their costs and a reasonable rate of return on capital.


Economic modeling shows that sound recording rights holders would derive 62 percent of that


surplus, or $2.90 per subscriber per month at the end of the statutory period if the rate were


negotiated in the market.


A.    Calculating the SDARS Surplus


The first step in my analysis is to compute the pool of SDARS revenues in excess of all


non-content related costs. This pool, which I term the SDARS’ "surplus," is the potential


economic profit flowing from the consumers’ willingness to pay for SDARS service with all of


the content now being made available. The surplus then is available to be divided among the


SDARS and the content providers. If the content providers were to receive no payment (which


is, of course, an impossible outcome), then the SDARS would collect the entire surplus.


Conversely, if the SDARS behaved like fully competitive firms, which by definition earn no


excess profits or surplus beyond a reasonable rate of return on their investment, the content


providers would collect the entire surplus generated by the SDARS.


1. Exclusion of Content Costs


I exclude all content costs from my calculation of the surplus because that approach best


satisfies the statutory factors, and in particular the first two statutory factors. It would be unfair


to sound recording rights holders, and it would not maximize the availability of creative work to


the public, if the sound recording royalty was based only on whatever happened to be left of the


SDARS’ surplus after the SDARS had made their deals with all of the other content providers.


This approach also best satisfies the way that a content provider would approach a negotiation
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with the SDARS in the real world. No content provider would accept an argument from an


SDARS in a negotiation in the form of"we wish we could pay you more, but we gave all of our


profit away to your competitor content provider x. So you will just have to take the little that is


left over." For these reasons, in my analysis, content provider costs are left out of the cost


calculation used to calculate the surplus. 15


2. Surplus versus Profits


The surplus to be divided among content owners and the SDARS is very different from


the conventional notion of profits. Non-economists use the term "profits" synonymously with


the earnings (or income) of a firm. Since corporate earnings are primarily compensation to the


stockholders for providing the firm with capital, much of these earnings are necessary costs of


doing business, and are not a "surplus" generated by scarcity. Therefore, to limit the "pie" to be


divided among the players to the actual economic surplus generated by SDARS, I include the


cost of the capital necessary for the fixed asset infrastructure needed to provide the service. In


other words, the parties will share in the excess profits that can be earned by the SDARS, above


and beyond their normal (i. e., competitive) return on capital.


In this sense, my approach gives the SDARS their "profit" in two different ways. First,


before the surplus even is divided, the SDARS are given a reasonable rate of return on the


investment needed to build an SDARS network -- funds to pay their shareholder and


bondholders. Second, the SDARS also participate in sharing the surplus created by their


business. In this way, ! modeled a result that I would expect to see in the real-world marketplace


in which the SDARS operate.


15 Musical works copyright costs are, however, included in the SDARS’ costs before any surplus
is calculated.
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3. Revenue and Cost Projections


The necessary revenue and costs projections are easy to obtain. The SDARS are large


publicly-held companies with publicly reported expenses and publicly reported revenues. There


is also a substantial body of analysts’ reports that provide valuable insight into that data, and


informed projections of those costs and revenues as the SDARS gain additional customers and


grow to become profitable enterprises. In particular, I base this surplus analysis on the pro forma


income statements for XM and Sirius for 2012 presented by Mr. Butson. I distill Mr. Butson’s


key revenue and cost estimates to present surplus estimates on a per subscriber per month basis


for an "average" SDARS, which is intended to be representative of either XM or Sirius. This


analysis accounts for all of the SDARS’ costs, including the fixed and sunk costs of launching


the satellite system, and a risk-adjusted return on that investment. Since these fixed costs are


high, the value of the surplus pool (on a per subscriber basis) will be greater the larger the


number of subscribers. As indicated above, payments to content providers are not included as a


cost of the SDARS, because these payments are determined by the solution to the bargaining


over the surplus, which is discussed in the next section.


4. Use of Pro Forma Income Statements


My estimate of the surplus is an attempt to capture economic profits for a business that


has reached a degree of maturity. Use of the pro forma income statement for this purpose is


most defensible when the business is stable and mature. I therefore use the 2012 year with the


pro forma analysis because (as well as representing the last year of the statutory license period) it


is a period when the SDARS by their own account will be stable and profitable companies. Pro


forma income statements,are much less useful to analysis when companies are just starting out,


have not yet achieved profitability, or are in periods of rapid growth. That is because, among


other reasons, companies in this situation typically are spending a great deal of money investing
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in their future. By definition, the revenue they anticipate in return from that investment has not


yet appeared on their books. In that situation, the snapshot of an annual pro forma is misleading,


and adjustments need to be made to income statements to give a clear picture of a company’s


financial situation. 16


The table below reproduces the major categories of revenues and costs reported in Mr.


Butson’s pro forma income statement of 2012 for XM and Sirius. Costs are broken down into


several categories, including fixed costs, semi-fixed costs, and variable costs. As Mr. Butson


describes, several categories of costs have different meaning for the two companies. For present


purposes, the critical thing is that I included for each company all of their costs.


16 1 address this issue later, infra pp. 30-32, when I discuss SoundExchange’s proposal to adjust
rates downwards in earlier years of the statutory license.
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SDARS 2012 SURPLUS CALCULATION
(in thousands of dollars)


XM Sirius


Number of Subscribers 19,221,032 19,113,777


Total Revenue $3,243,201 $3,152,784


Revenue Share (est.)
Royalties (est.)
Customer Care and Billings
Cost of Merchandise
Ad Sales
Subsidies and Distribution
Variable Costs


$339,164 $320,135
$113,512 $110,347
$196,930 $203,418
$92,694 $18,950
$50,033 $0


$468,841 $385,588
$1,261,175$1,038,438


Advertising and Marketing
Retention and Support
Semi-Variable Costs


$274,453 $346,587
$39,428 $0


$313,881 $346,587


Satellite and Terrestrial $60,287 $35,569
Broadcast $25,214 $0
Operations $44,135 $0
R&D $46,704 $75,430
G&A $66,651 $132,377
Fixed Costs $242,992 $243,376


Capital Cost $228,820 $228,820


Total Costs $2,046,867$1,857,221


Surplus $1,196,334$1,295,563


Surplus Per Customer Per
Month $5.19 $5.65


This calculation includes a category of costs not included in Mr. Butson’s financial


analysis -- capital costs for the investment necessary for the capital required to maintain the


infrastructure needed for the business. This is represented by an annual cost factor, which would


compensate the owner of all the fixed assets used by the SDARS to provide service. This capital


cost would be defined in economics as the "normal" return that would be generated in a
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competitive market. I calculate this cost factor by applying a rental rate formula to an estimate


of the fixed assets needed by SDARS providers.


! base my estimate of this annual capital cost factor using information from Sirius’s latest


annual report, as well as data from Mr. Butson, and other financial analysts. I estimate the total


cost of the capital equipment from Sirius’s financials, because the XM financials are complicated


by the shortened life of the satellites they initially launched. I begin with the net book value


($828 million) of Sirius’s property and equipment as of December 31, 2005.17 I then add the


cost of the additional satellite ($260 million) that Sirius expects to launch in 2008. The sum of


these two figures is $1088 million.


I calculate the monthly payment necessary to recover the cost of the equipment together


with a return on outstanding capital (i.e., a rental rate). This requires estimates of the expected


life of the equipment and the cost of capital. I estimate an expected life of 9.5 years and a cost of


capital (grossed up for corporate income tax) of 16.67%.18 This yields a monthly capital cost


charge of $19 million, or an annual charge of approximately $228 million.


The use of a capital cost factor allows me to compensate owners of the capital needed to


build an SDARS business. It spreads all cost associated with capital evenly over the entire life of


the capital. By contrast, accounting treatment of these costs yields a much less even recovery of


costs over the life of the capital and does not treat the return on equity as a cost. This


"levelization" of capital cost is similar to the methodology used in rate-setting for regulated


industries, where the goal is to establish stable rates for services, which compensate the regulated


firm for the costs of capital. I adopted this approach because it allows me to separate the role of


17 Sirius Satellite Radio, 2005 Annual Report and Proxy Statement, at 27.
18 1 assume a capital structure that is one-third debt and two-thirds equity; a debt cost of 10%; an
equity cost of 12%; and a 40% tax rate.
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the SDARS as the operator of the satellite radio equipment, from its other role as a duopolist


whose financial situation is affected powerfully by the history of previous payments to content


providers and its own entrepreneurial skills.


5. Surplus per Subscriber


The surplus calculation shown above on a per subscriber basis is $5.19 per month for XM


and $5.65 per month for Sirius. The simple average of these two numbers is $5.42, which is the


surplus I use to derive my rate recommendation for this case for 2012. Since SoundExchange’s


rate proposal includes an adjustment for inflation between 2007 and 2012, I deflated this 2012


surplus to 2007 dollars. Assuming a three percent inflation rate between 2007 and 2012, $5.42


in 2012 dollars yields a surplus of $4.67 in 2007 dollars, to be divided among the various content


providers and the SDARS themselves.


B. Dividing the Surplus


I next calculate the share of the surplus that should be allocated to SoundExchange.


1. Use of Modeling to Divide Surplus


Cooperative game theory provides a natural and intuitive economic framework for


accomplishing this surplus allocation. Not only does cooperative game theory mimic the results


of a real life negotiation, it also captures the fairness concerns set out in the second statutory


factor.


Cooperative game theory addresses the question of how various "players" should share in


the costs and benefits of an economically desirable activity. By way of illustration, consider the


following example. Four towns are contemplating whether to invest in a common municipal


water supply. Suppose each town could supply its own water with a small system at $10.00 per


family per month. There are, however, economies of scale in water systems, and the cost falls to


$9.00 if two towns combine systems, to $8.50 if three towns combine, and to $8.00 if all four
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towns agree to build a common system. The efficient solution is of course to build the common


system, but there are a range of prices over which the towns could negotiate. All four towns


could be charged $8.00, although charging one town $7.75 and another $8.25 is also a possible


solution. In theory, so long as a town paid less than $10.00 a month it would be better off than if


it built its own system. In addition, each town could negotiate with others, so that, for example,


no two towns could be charged more than an average of $9.00 per family, etc. Thus, there are a


range of prices under which it makes sense to build the common system. The towns would


negotiate among themselves to determine each town’s share of the costs.


Even though in principle a broad range of prices might be feasible solutions to the


bargaining among the four towns, some results are fairer than others, and some are also more


likely to be the result of an actual real-world negotiation than others. In my example, if all four


towns are similarly situated, have the same number of citizens, and so on, the fairest result, and


the result that most likely would occur in a real negotiation, would be that all four towns would


join, and each town would pay $8.00. In a more complex hypothetical, there might be reasons


why it would be fair for one town to pay less than another. For example, one town might be


larger, and therefore contribute more to realizing the benefits of economies of scale.


2. The Shapley Solution


In the market at issue in this proceeding, the SDARS and all of their content providers


can join together and create a profitable business generating a surplus. The question is how to


divide that surplus. Here, I apply the approach of using the "Shapley" solution to the cooperative


game. The Shapley solution, which is named after its creator, develops a fair solution in


situations that are more complicated than the hypothetical I set out in the preceding section. The


Shapley solution is the most widely used model for allocating benefits in this manner and is
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widely endorsed by economists.19 Shapley’s theorem operates from four intuitive and


uncontroversial axioms, which depend on concepts of fairness and efficiency.20 Given those


axioms, the Shapley theorem says that there is a unique set of prices or payoffs that is a solution


to the cooperative game. This unique solution, termed the Shapley value, is the computational


result of averaging the value of each player’s incremental contribution to all possible coalitions.


In Appendix II, I provide a more detailed intuitive explanation of the operation of the Shapley


solution to a cooperative game.


The Shapley value does not give any particular player any bargaining advantage over the


others, because it averages situations where each player is at a bargaining advantage and a


bargaining disadvantage.21 For that reason, among others, the Shapley value is widely


recognized by economists as having a strong normative claim to being the best and "fairest"


solution to a cooperative game. It is used by economists to calculate the division of economic


19 See, e.g. New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics at 211 ("In view of both its strong intuitive


appeal and its mathematical tractability, the Shapley value has been the focus of much research
and applications."), http://www.ma.huji.ac.il/-hart/abs/val-palg.html.
20 These axioms are i) symmetry or equal treatment -- two players have equal value if when one
is substituted for the other in a coalition and the coalition’s payoff doesn’t change, then each
player receives the same value, ii) null or dummy player -- a player who adds zero value to a
coalition receives a zero payoff, iii) efficiency or Pareto optimality -- the sum of the values
assigned to all players equals the maximal amount the players can jointly get, and iv) additivity --
the notion that each player must not detract from the value of the whole. The lowest value a
player can add to a coalition is zero. See Sergiu Hart, "Shapley Value" in The New Palgrave
Game Theory (Eatwell, Milgrave and Newman, eds., The Macmillan Press 1989). Shapley’s
value axioms can be interpreted as rules for "fair" division, guiding an impartial "referee" or
"arbitrator" (p. 211).
21 For example, in one coalition, a satellite radio company may be added before a record label.
Then the record label would get a large payoffbecause its incremental contribution to the service
is very large - the service has no value without sound recordings. But in another coalition, the
record label is added first, and the satellite radio company has a large incremental value because
it is also essential, and the service has no value until it is added. The Shapley value is derived
from the average of these and all other possible coalitions.
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surplus, just as I am using it here.22 The Shapley value offers an excellent match to the


governing statutory factors. It is based on concepts of fairness so it captures the policy of the


second factor. Because the surplus analysis in general, and the Shapley solution to the


cooperative game in particular, are meant to represent results that would be observed in the


marketplace, this approach also captures the first and third statutory factors. Also, the surplus


calculation is based on the SDARS’ profit in excess of its costs, including a risk-adjusted return


on capital investment.


3. Inputs to the Model


The results of the Shapley division of the SDARS’ surplus are of course dependent upon


the inputs entered into the model. It is important to understand, however, that the sensitivity of


the model results to any particular input can be tested by changing the input slightly and re-


running the model. This is a critical safeguard: selecting input values calls for judgments, and


responsible analysis requires an understanding of those inputs that have a greater or lesser effect


on the end result. I ran the Shapley model with many input variations to determine the factors


and judgment most important to the results. All of these model runs are available to parties in


this proceeding so that they may better understand the workings of the model. By running the


model many times with many different sets of inputs, I have an understanding of the inputs that


are most important.


In particular, there are four sets of modeling choices I made that merit discussion.


First, I established the number of"players" in the game. Although, as I just indicated, I


ran the model with many different combinations of players, the model result I relied upon


involves 15 players: two SDARS, four major record labels, three additional "independent" record


22 See Oliver Hart, John Moore, "Property Rights and the Nature of the Firm," 98 Journal of
Political Economy 1119, 1151 (1990); New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics at 213.
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labels, two providers of "talk" radio, two providers of "sports" radio, and two providers of


"news" radio.


The rationale for the first two of these choices is self-evident. I selected two SDARS and


four major record companies because that reflects the reality of the market today. Each of the


four major record companies, as well as the many smaller ones, is assumed to sell blanket


licenses to all the copyrighted sound recordings in its portfolio.


Because the model requires substantial computing power, it is not possible practically to


build a model that includes individually each of the scores of additional different content


providers that actually appear on the SDARS. Instead, in the model runs upon which I rely, I


included several representatives of each of the major forms of content provided by the SDARS.


I did many "runs" with different numbers of independent record labels, talk show content and so


on, and the results do not greatly vary depending on whether there are more or less of these


additional content providers. Instead, the more important consideration is the value I assign to


each category of service, which I address immediately below.


Second, I assigned values to each of the "players" based on the number of customers each


type of programming brings to the SDARS service. In making this calculation, I used the results


of Dr. Wind’s survey. That survey determined the incremental revenues added by each type of


programming, assuming that the other types of programming already were offered. That


information fits perfectly with the way value is added in the Shapley model, so I can apply the


results of the survey directly in assigning each player its relative value. The incremental revenue


determined by the survey, stated as a percentage of total revenues when all four program types
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were offered, are 53.3% for sound recordings, 22.6% for news, 23.3% for sports, and 23.4% for


talk/entertainment programming.23


Within each program category, shares are distributed among the players unevenly. For


talk, sports, and news programming, I assumed one larger player and one smaller one. While


each of these choices is reasonable, the use of different share assumptions within these program


types has no significant effect on the Shapley values.


! report Shapley values under two different assumptions about the relative size of the


record labels. In one case, the first four labels are given sound recordings shares matching the


U.S. shares of the four major record labels, and three small labels are given shares that divide


equally the current market share of the independent record companies. In the alternate


simulation, I assume that the seven record labels have equal shares. I am primarily interested in


the total implied royalty for sound recordings, and the equal share run allows me to disentangle


the effects of sound recordings overall being essential content even when no particular label is


essential, from cases where an individual label may be essential.24


Third, I assume that unless content representing 50% of the total value, as calculated


above, is present, the game "fails," i.e., the value of the game is zero. In other words, I assume


that the SDARS need at least 50% of the content they currently have before they have enough


content to sell a product to customers that will generate enough revenue to justify the costs


involved in operating an SDARS business.


23 I normalize these relative values to assign content shares for the various players so that the


total value when all players participate is equal to 100%.
24 For example, in the runs where the minimal product must contain at least 75% of the sound
recordings, a label with a 30% share would be essential, but smaller labels would not be
essential.
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An important feature that results from the way that I assigned value is that sound


recordings become essential content for the SDARS, but no other type of programming is


essential. This result is fully corroborated by the Wind survey. This survey indicates that


satellite radio would lose at least 53% of its subscriber revenue if the service offered no sound


recordings. The same survey indicated that when talk/entertainment, sports, and news are


dropped from satellite radio programming, the foregone revenues were in the range of 23% each.


A satellite radio industry that lost over 50% of its revenue would not be profitable, while the


industry could still be profitable with revenues reduced by 23%.25


Finally, I assume that a viable product must offer at least 75% of available sound


recordings. This assumption is consistent with licensing patterns in channels, such as interactive


webcasting, where licensors choose to broadly license sound recordings, rather than restrict


themselves to a subset of labels. Licensors could attempt to elicit lower bids from each of the


labels by threatening to license from only the two labels that offered the lowest royalty rates. As


a factual matter, this does not happen. The reason it does not happen is that any licensor that so


limited the sound recordings it offered would be at a significant competitive disadvantage


compared to rivals who licensed more broadly. Based on my understanding of the marketplace, I


believe this 75% assumption to be conservative. A more realistic assumption that 90% of sound


recordings are required would result in a larger share for the copyright owners.


4. Model Results


The table below shows the sound recording copyright holders’ collective Shapley share


of the surplus generated by SDARS. The table shows the results with the assumptions I


25 Looking at 2012, Sirius and XM are each expected to have about 20 million subscribers.
Losing sound recordings would reduce subscribers to about 9 million. See supra n. 14 (56% of
subscribers lost). The satellite companies would not have launched if their business only
approached 9 million subscribers in 2012, and was lower than that in earlier years.
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ultimately relied upon: the SDARS require at least 50% of all content in order to operate a


successful service, the SDARS need at least 75% of all sound recordings to operate a successful


service, the record companies have the unequal size that they have in the real world, and the


second SDARS adds 5% to the total value of the game through product differentiation. The table


also shows the extent to which the ultimate results change if any of these assumptions are varied,


for example, if one assumes 60% of all content is required, or 90% of all music is required, or if


the record companies were all the same size.


SOUNDEXCHANGE’S TOTAL SHAPLEY SHARE


Real World
Record
Company Size


All Record
Companies the
Same Size


Minimum Percent
of Sound
Recording
Content Required


65%
75%
90%


65%
75%
90%


Minimum Percent of Content
Required


50% 60%
Shapley value for Share captured by


sound recordin
52%
62%
73%


52%
66%
83%


; rights holders
47%
57%
68%


47%
60%
79%


The first three rows represent the results of computer model runs establishing sound


recordings rights holders’ fair and expected share of the surplus when the four major record


labels are assigned their actual industry share of all sound recordings. The last three rows


represent the same computer runs when the record companies are assumed to be of the same size.


These results dispel claims that sound recording copyright holders are getting some unfair


advantage because of their size. As the results indicate, the opposite is true: the sound recording
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copyright holders’ share actually increases when the major record labels are treated as being the


same size.


The rows in the chart then represent the results of computer runs based on assumptions


that the SDARS need 65%, 75%, or 90% of all sound recordings in order to operate a successful


service. As the chart describes, the share allocated to sound recording rights holders in the


model increases as these percentages rise.


Finally, the two columns represent two different assumptions about how much of the total


available content (both music and non-music) is necessary to operate a successful SDARS. The


chart shows, as one would expect, that the more total content is required for the SDARS to be


viable (which results in more non-music content being required), the smaller the share of the


surplus sound recording rights holders obtain.


The Shapley results are remarkably consistent, regardless of which assumptions are used.


Sound recording rights holders’ collective share is generally 60% or higher if 75% or more of


sound recordings is required for a viable SDARS. Sound recording rights holders’ share falls


below that level if one assumes that an SDARS could profitably operate with only 65% percent


of the music available under the blanket license. I am not aware of any claim in this or in any


other proceeding that a music broadcast medium could survive with such a limited choice of


music. Moreover, as I just indicated, this conclusion does not derive from the major labels’


disproportionately large market shares. Indeed, sound recording rights holders’ collective


Shapley share increases when this share is divided evenly among the labels.


The Shapley model results reflect the percentage of the overall surplus that each content


provider and the SDARS would receive. The results show that the SDARS themselves would


receive approximately 10% of the additional surplus (over and above the return on capital
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discussed above). Because, however, consumers so value sound recordings as indispensable


content of the SDARS service, sound recording copyright holders would obtain the majority of


the available surplus. The model demonstrates that a fair result that I would expect to see


replicated in the marketplace is that the sound recording rights holders would obtain 62% of any


surplus created by the SDARS in 2012.26


C. Derivation of License Fee Based on the Surplus Model for 2012


As I described in the previous section, the surplus to be divided among the SDARS and


all content providers in 2012 will be $4.67 per subscriber per month. I would expect sound


recording rights holders to obtain approximately 62% of that surplus. That yields a per


subscriber rate of $2.90 per subscriber per month ($4.67 x 62%). Stated as a percent of revenue,


sound recording fights holders would receive 24% of revenue.27 I believe that a marketplace


negotiation would yield rates at this approximate level for the year 2012.


D. Analysis of License Fees for 2007-2011


As stated above, the rates derived by applying the Shapley result to the $4.67 surplus rely


on 2012 surplus figures. SoundExchange structured its rate proposal to start at a much lower


rate, ratcheting up in 2012 to a level that is similar to the results indicated for that year by the


Shapley model. I agree with SoundExchange’s jud~nent to lower the rate proposal in the early


years of the statutory license. The fourth statutory factor requires the Court to consider


disruption to the structures of the industries involved, and that must be taken into account in


structuring rates over the course of the statutory license.


26 See Appendix III for a detailed table showing the Shapley values of each content provider and


SDARS.
27 This percentage is obtained by deflating 2012 ARPU to 2007 dollars, yielding revenue per
user of$11.99. $2.90 divided by $11.99 is 24%.
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In this section, I consider the reasonableness of the rates in the early years of the statutory


license. I understand that Mr. Butson concluded that, if adopted, SoundExchange’s rate proposal


will not affect the SDARS’ liquidity at any point during the statutory license to the extent that it


will require the SDARS to raise additional funds from the stock or bond markets.


It is difficult to assess the fairness or reasonableness of a rate when applied to companies


in periods of rapid growth, such as the SDARS in 2007. In such periods, companies are


investing substantial resources to build up their customer base. These costs are incurred based


on the reasonable assumption that they will be offset in the future with commensurate revenues.


A surplus analysis, which by its nature is a snapshot of a business at a particular point in time, is


of only limited use in assessing the economic situation of a business in such a period of rapid


growth. The investment in future growth and revenue, combined with the inherently static nature


of the surplus analysis, almost inevitably creates a misleading financial picture. Unlike a more


mature business in a stable state, in which a snapshot of one year will capture both the costs of


the business and the revenue those costs generate, a snapshot of a business in its early years


captures the costs, but not the revenues that are the expected result of those costs.


Suppliers of inputs to the business therefore do not rely on the surplus they find in the pro


forma profit and loss statements when they bargain with businesses in such a period of high


growth. A business might be spending all of its money to attract new customers, and have no


surplus at all. An input supplier would not give its product away for free in such a situation,


because it understands that the surplus to which it is contributing will only develop in later years.


It would demand its share of that anticipated surplus. That is why the surplus generated in the


later years of the statutory license, when the SDARS are in more of a steady state in which
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annual costs are generating annual revenues during the same calendar year, are a much more


reliable basis on which to negotiate a rate.


This analysis is corroborated by the analysis of content deals that the SDARS themselves


struck that I performed earlier in this report. Howard Stem received benefits that are not


justified by looking only at Sirius’s revenue and its costs in 2006, a time when its costs were


greater than its revenues. The surplus that Howard Stem was recovering was not 2006 surplus,


but surplus that Sirius expected to be generating as a result of Stem’s content in future years.


And, it is highly instructive that the amounts Howard Stem received in his deal struck in 2005


resemble the results of the surplus analysis I just performed for 2012, and not the results of a


similar analysis were it performed in 2005, at a time when Sirius had a negative surplus.


I further checked on SoundExchange’s rate proposal in the earlier years by performing a


different kind of analysis that attempts to approximate a hypothetical "steady state" for the


SDARS in the early years, as if they were not investing substantial resources in future growth.


In that analysis, I assumed that the costs incurred by the SDARS in one year would include only


those costs necessary to maintain the steady state. I describe the details of that analysis in


Appendix IV to this Report. The analysis confirms the fairness of SoundExchange’s approach,


which gives SoundExchange its appropriate share, based on the Shapley model, of the "steady


state" surplus during the early years of the license.


VI. SDARS RATE PROPOSAL


SoundExchange has proposed that the SDARS royalty rates be based on the greater of (1)


revenue received by the SDARS, or (2) a per subscriber per month charge. SoundExchange’s


proposed rates start at 10% of revenue or $1.10 per subscriber per month, and rise to a level of


23% of revenue or $2.75 per subscriber per month in the last year of the statutory license.
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The 23% of revenue/S2.75 per subscriber per month charge proposed during the last year


of the license fully satisfies the statutory criteria. The rate is substantially similar to the rate


derived both from my analysis of the Howard Stern contract, and from my analysis of the


SDARS’ revenue and cost data, which relied on the Shapley results. It is also within the range of


rates identified in Dr. Ordover’s analysis relating to other sound recordings royalty arrangements


negotiated in the open market. I believe it is highly instructive that all three of these quite


different analyses yielded rates in the same range.


SoundExchange proposes to phase these rates in over time in order to satisfy the fourth


statutory factor and not to disrupt the structure of the industries involved. A rate as low as the


highly-subsidized rate proposed in the first year of the license, carried forward throughout the


statutory period, would risk considerable disruption to the sound recordings industry as it shifts


to digital distribution of its products. On the other hand, the $2.75/23% rate proposed for the last


year of the period is a substantial increase from current rates, and because the SDARS have not


yet achieved the scale they will surely achieve over the course of the license period, imposing


such a rate immediately arguably could be disruptive to the SDARS. SoundExchange’s decision


to increase the rate over time seems a reasonable way to address these competing concerns.


VII. PRICING OF PES SERVICES


I have analyzed SoundExchange’s proposed license fee for preexisting subscription


services other than the SDARS ("PES") based on the methodology I used to develop a rate


proposal for non-interactive webcasting, which I recommended to the Copyright Royalty Board


in Docket No. 2005-1 CRB DTRA (the "webcasting proceeding").28 I believe this is a reasonable


approach, because the subscription webcasting services and these cable-based digital audio PES


28 I understand my testimony in that proceeding will be incorporated by reference into this


proceeding.
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services are comparable in a variety of ways. The underlying value of both types of services to the


listeners is, in many respects, similar. Each provides generally commercial-free sound recordings


that are, in most circumstances, received over a television or computer (e.g., they are not portable).


This means that the buyers and sellers of the sound recordings used in these services would be


likely to reach agreement on a fee that was comparable, absent a compulsory license. Furthermore,


to the extent there is a difference in customer listening patterns on the types of services, it is


possible to make a relatively straightforward adjustment to estimate these differences. I propose


such an adjustment in my testimony.


A. Comparability of Cable-Based Digital Music Services and Webcasting
Services


The PES provide dozens of channels of CD-quality digital music that are sold to cable


television systems and then provided to customers as part of a premium package of"digital"


services. The sound recordings service provided to cable TV customers is similar to the services


offered by many webcasters -- they both offer a wide variety of high quality digital commercial


free music. Indeed, Music Choice offers service over the web and pays the royalties to


SoundExchange for those services as a webcaster, and offers a similar service to certain cable


television systems.


The similarity of the statutory subscription webcasting services and these cable-based


subscription services stems in part from the statutory requirements pertaining to listener


interactivity and to various limitations on the frequency of plays by a single artist or on a single


album. From the listener’s standpoint, the two services provide a similar experience, the key


features of which include (a) multi-channel, high quality, commercial-free sound recordings, and


(b) an inability to select individual songs, replay, or pause sound recordings. Also, both


subscription webcasting and PES subscription services are commonly provided on non-portable
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equipment, used primarily for other purposes than playing sound recordings, i.e., the home


computer and the cable box connected to a television set.29 Further, in both cases, consumers


who want a higher-fidelity sound from these respective services can connect their computer, or


their television set, to a home entertainment system and enjoy near CD-quality sound recordings


over more sophisticated audio equipment.


In light of these similarities, I recommend adopting the same level of fees (adjusted for


differences in usage) for both webcasting and cable-based services. There are three reasons for


this.


First, some listeners are likely to view these services as close substitutes. Therefore, if


the usage-adjusted prices charged by the record companies to the suppliers of both services are


different, this will lead to a distortion in the relative market prices to listeners, and an artificial


advantage being given to one delivery mechanism over the other. This would be economically


wasteful and could disadvantage listeners, sound recordings service providers, and copyright


holders alike.


Second, even if the two markets are viewed in isolation, the customers’ listening


experience will be quite similar in both markets, and therefore their willingness to pay for the


sound recordings content should be similar. A copyright holder is likely to set similar prices (in


proportion to usage) in two markets where the customers’ willingness to pay is similar.


Third, the rate here in the last year of the statutory license is the same as the rate I


propose for the new subscription services that sound recordings services offer over satellite


29 In proposing a separate rate for wireless webcasting, I noted the increased value of such
services to consumers and the increased fee that would be required. I have assumed for purposes
of this analysis that television-based services will remain tethered to non-portable devices for the
period of this license. To the extent that ceases to be true, a different -- and higher -- rate would
be appropriate.
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television systems. I can think of no reason why rates for such virtually identical services should


be different as an economic matter, and it would distort the market if they were.


B. Recommended Rate for Cable-Based Digital Music Services


In the webcasting proceeding, I recommended a three-part rate structure, whereby non-


interactive webcasting services would pay the greater of: (1) $1.37 per month per subscriber; (2)


30% of revenue derived from the sound recordings service; and (3) 0.197¢ per play. I derived


the level and structure of these rates from an analysis of the rates freely agreed to by the


webcasters and the record companies in the market for interactive music services. I adjusted the


rates in this benchmark market to account for the lower relative value to consumers of a non-


interactive music service. In my opinion, this rate structure and rate level reflects accurately the


demand and supply considerations of a free market for non-interactive webcasting services.


My recommendation in the webcasting proceeding was based fundamentally on my


analysis of the per-subscriber rate in the interactive market. I used basic economic principles to


demonstrate the relationship that would exist in a free market between copyright fees and retail


prices, when both were stated on a per-subscriber basis. I then developed a recommended per-


subscriber fee for non-interactive webcasting based on my estimate of the retail price that would


be charged for a statutory webcasting service in a free market. Finally, I derived the other two


components of the rate structure (i. e., the percentage of retail revenue and the per play fee) from


data on fees, revenues, and number of plays in the non-interactive webcasting market.


1. PES Rate Structure


As I noted in my testimony in the webcasting proceeding, the marketplace evidence for a


"greater ot" rate structure for digital sound recordings services is overwhelming. In virtually


every contract with interactive webcasters, record companies receive a royalty fee payment equal


to the greater of a percentage of the digital sound recordings services’ revenue or a per subscriber
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and/or per performance minimum fee. I see no reason not to adopt a similar approach here. The


same principles that applied to webcasting apply here.


In this case, however, it is more difficult to observe any of the three alternative measures


of underlying consumer demand for the sound recordings provided by the television-based


digital services. Unlike Intemet-based services, here it is not possible to measure the number of


times a copyrighted work is played, so a "per play" rate is impractical. In addition, consumers


do not purchase the music service separately, so there is no published per-subscriber charge upon


which to base the copyright fee.


Moreover, it is difficult to determine a meaningful measure of revenue upon which to


base a percentage-of-revenue fee. Because the current royalty rates are so low, this necessarily


has suppressed the rates charged by the PES to the cable television providers. Therefore, a


license fee based on current prices paid to the PES providers would not reflect the actual value


placed on the sound recordings in the marketplace, because the rates charged to the cable


companies by the PES providers are based in part on the copyright fee that the PES must pay to


the copyright holder. That fee, however, is set through regulation, and not in the marketplace.


Thus, even if the PES demanded the full value for their services from cable television providers


in direct payments, that figure would not accurately reflect the true marketplace value of the


copyright itself.


2. Calculating the Percentage of Revenue Rate


For the percentage of revenue, for the final year of the statutory license SoundExchange


legitimately has proposed the same percentage that I derived from the webcasting proceeding:


30% of revenue.
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3. Calculating Per Subscriber Rate


As noted above, it is difficult, if not impossible, to calculate a per performance rate for


PES services, but it is possible to derive a relevant per subscriber rate based on the fee I


recommended in the webcasting proceeding. SoundExchange has based its proposal on just such


a derived rate. Just as subscribers to webcasting services pay a certain amount for the sound


recordings they listen to on webcasting services, so too subscribers to the television-based


services effectively pay some portion of their subscription fees to listen to sound recordings


through their cable television. Given comparable services that may substitute for each other, the


record companies in the marketplace likely would seek similar amounts for the same amount of


music listening.


A reasonable proxy for this amount can be derived by comparing subscribers’ listening


patterns on television-based services to the subscribers’ listening patterns on subscription


webcasting services. The time spent listening to the services serves as a fair measure of the


value customers attach to the respective services. By this method, I can calculate a rate that


ensures that copyright owners receive the same amount for an hour of their sound recordings that


is listened to on a webcast, as they do for an hour of their sound recordings that is listened to on


cable television.


Accordingly, I propose to compare the time spent listening to the PES services by a


digital cable subscriber, to the time spent listening to music by a webcasting subscriber. I then


calculate a per-subscriber fee for the television-based services by multiplying the rate I


recommended for statutory webcasting ($1.37/month) by this ratio of time spent listening.3° I


30 1 am assuming that it will be possible to determine the number of subscribers to the digital tier
of services of cable TV companies either from the PES or from public reports of the cable TV
companies themselves.
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believe the economic logic underlying my rate proposal in the webcasting proceeding supports


this method for setting a copyright fee for the television-based services.


A recent survey conducted by Zoomerang on behalf of SoundExchange collected


information on cable subscribers’ listening patterns. Zoomerang sent the survey to individuals


whom it had identified as having subscribed to a digital tier of a cable television service. After


asking whether those individuals currently subscribed to such a service, the survey polled for the


amount of time they spend listening to the PES music channels on their digital cable systems.


(Individuals who responded that they did not currently subscribe to a digital tier of a cable


service were not asked the second question.) There were no other questions on the survey, and


the responses to the relevant second question are reported in the table below:


No Music Service 42


0 Hours/week 206


0-2 Hours/week 190


2-4 Hours/week 88


4-6 Hours/week 37


6-10 Hours/week 28


10-20 Hours/week 15


More than 20 17
Hours/week


Total 623


In order to aggregate these responses it is necessary to make assumptions about what


point estimate to use for responses given within a range of listening time, and also how to treat


customers who say they do not receive a music service. This response could indicate the cable
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companies’ services do not include music. Alternatively, it could indicate that the customer has


not become aware of the music service. To err on the side of estimating a lower fee, I have used


the latter assumption.


I estimated the average time spent listening using two different sets of assumption about


the average time spent listening by subscribers in each range of weekly listening time. The


"low-end" results are obtained by using the low end in each range of hours (for example, zero,


where the range is zero to two). The "mid-point" results are obtained by using the mid-point of


each range of hours (for example, one, where the range is zero to two), and twenty-five hours for


the above twenty hour range. The results are given in the table below.


Average Weekly Listening Time


Low-End 1.6


Mid-Point 2.4


To develop my recommended rate, I use the midpoint between the low-end and mid-point


calculations and assume average listening per customer of two hours per week. I also assume


four weeks per month (rather than an actual conversion of 4.33 weeks per month), which yields a


conservative estimate of eight hours per month of listening per subscriber.


The next step is to calculate the ratio of time spent listening to television-based sound


recordings service programming to the time spent listening to a subscription webcasting service.


In my testimony in the webcasting proceeding, I based my recommended per-play rate on a


measure of usage at 45 hours per month, based on public statements of webcasters and


information about listening patterns. In order to maintain consistency between the rates in the


two cases, I will use 45 hours per month as the basis for developing my recommendation in this
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proceeding. Therefore, the ratio of television-based music listening to webcasting sound


recordings listening is 8-to-45, which is approximately 0.18.


The final step I take is to multiply my recommended rate in the webcasting proceeding of


$1.37 per subscriber month by the listening ratio of 0.18. This yields a rate for the television-


based digital sound recordings services of 25¢ per subscriber per month. This rate would be


applied on a monthly basis counting all subscribers to the digital tier of cable television services.


C. Rate Structure Issues


The fourth statutory factor requires the court to consider whether the rate it adopts will


lead to disruption to the structure of the industries involved. I am aware that the rate I am


proposing for the PES is a substantial increase over the existing rate, which provides little


compensation for the sound recording content provided. In a free market, this highly subsidized


rate would not be tolerated and sound recording copyright holders would demand immediate


payment of market rates from the PES. However, in light of the fourth statutory criteria, I


recommend instead that the new rate be phased in over the statutory period, starting at a highly


subsidized rate of the greater of $. 15/subscriber/month or 5% of revenue.
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing testimony is true and correct to the


best of my knowledge and belief.


Date:
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APPENDIX II -- EXPLANATION OF THE SHAPLEY SOLUTION


I. THE MECHANICS OF A SHAPLEY MODEL ANALYSIS


Like many well-accepted economic theories, the proof and mathematical justification for


the Shapley model is highly complex. The proof itself can be found in Lloyd S. Shapley, "A


Value for n-Person Games" in The Shapley Value: Essays in Honor of Lloyd S. Shapley 31-


41(Alvin E. Roth ed., 1988).


While the Shap]ey proof is complex, the actual mechanical operation of the model is not


overly complicated, though it requires substantial computing power whenever the problem


presented has more than a trivial number of soluti’ons. In what follows, ] will present a very


simple Shapley model that divides up a surplus generated by a hypothetical SDARS, in order to


illustrate how the model works. Unlike the model I actually use in my testimony, for


simplicity’s sake I will exclude the SDARS themselves from this model, and I will limit the


content providers to three players: one seller each of music, talk, and sports programming.


I make the following additional assumptions. First, I assume that the various program


sources attract customers as follows:


Music = 60 customers


Talk = 25 customers


Sports = 15 customers


Further, l assume that each customer pays $1 per month. So if all three program types


are offered, total revenues are $100 a month.


Next, I assume that the hypothetical SDARS’ costs are $40/month. That means that the


surplus available to be divided among the program types is $60/month ($l 00-$40).







The content providers will negotiate on whether to enter a joint venture to build the


SDARS, and how to split the gains. It is clear that a wide range of payments will satisfy these


constraints. Talk and sports cannot build a profitable SDARS either alone or with each other, so


they will join the common SDARS for any payment greater than zero. For example, $20 to all


three program types is a feasible solution, but so is $58 to music and $1 each to sports and talk.


As such, there is a broad range of prices under which it would make sense for each program type


to participate in the common SDARS.


In the Shapley solution each player’s share of the total surplus ($60) is determined by


calculating the incremental contribution each player brings to all possible combinations of


programming, in all possible orders. Then each player’s Shapley share of the surplus is given by


the ratio of its average incremental contribution relative to the sum of average incremental


contributions of all three program types.


To further explain what this means, I wit] next set out the Shapley solution described by


these inputs, and then describe how the results are obtained.







Coalition


M (exclude S, T)
M (exclude T, S)
S (exclude M, T)
S (exclude T, M)
T (exclude M, 5;)
T (exclude S, M)


Total
Value


20
20
0
0
0
0


Incremental
Value Music


2O
20


Incremental
Value Sports


0
0


0
0


M+S 35 15
S+M 35 35
M+T 45 25
T+M 45 45
S+T 0 0
T+S 0 0
M+T+S 60 15
T+M+S 60 15
S+T+M 60 60
T+S+M 60 60
M+S+T 60 25
S+M+T 60 25


Incremental
Value Talk


Music’s average incremental value
Sport’s average incremental value
Talk’s average incremental value
Sum of incremental values


Music’s Shapley value
Sport’s Shapley value
Talk’s Shapley value


Music’s payoff
Sports payoff
Talk’s payoff


= 40: (240/6)
= 7.5: (45/6)
= 12.5 : (75/6)
= 60 = (40+7.5+12.5)


= 66.7% = (40/60)
= 12.5% = (7.5/60)
= 20.8% = (12.5/60)


= $40.00 = (66.7% x $60)
= $7.50 = (12.5 x $60)
= $12.50 = (20.8% x $60)


The table above lays out the Shapley calculation. "M" stands for music. "S" stands for


sports. "T" stands for talk. To describe the meaning of the figures in the five columns, ] will


refer to the entries corresponding to the seventh row from the top, where the first value listed


under "Coalition" is "M+S." That row describes the following in each cell of the table:







The "Coalition" column represents every possible combination, in every possible order,


of the game’s three players. "M+S," in the seventh row, stands for an SDARS business that


starts with music, and the values on the row that follow are designed to place a value that would


be derived if sports joined a coalition that already contained music.


The "Total Value" column represents the total value of an SDARS’ business that contains


all members of the coalition identified in the relevant row. In the "M+S" row the "V" value is


35. That means that an SDARS business that contained both music and sports would generate a


surplus of $35/mo~th. That follows directly from my assumptions. Music brings 60 customers


or $60/month. Sports brings 15 customers or $15/month. That means there is total revenue of


$75/month, but the theoretical music/sports joint venture has to pay $40/month in costs to


operate the SDARS. That leaves a total surplus value of $35/month from the combination of


"M+S."


The "Incremental Value Music" column represents the incremental value music brings to


the business when it is the last player to join the coalition, ha the "M+S" row, music is the first


player to the coalition, not the last player, so because of the order in which it joined the game, by


definition it brings no incremental value to the game. As a result, there is no value listed in the


"Incremental Value Music" column for the row "M+S."


The "Incremental Value Sports" column represents the incremental value sports brings to


the business when it is the last player to join the coalition. In the "M+S" row, sports is the last


player to join the coalition, and it does bring value. Sports brings an additional 15 customers, or


$15/month, to what is already a profitable business providing only music. As such, the







"Incremental Value Sports" column in the "M+S" row, there is a value of 15, representing those


added $15 sports has brought to the business.


Finally, the "Incremental Value Talk" column represents the incremental value talk


brings to the SDARS business when it is the last player to join the coalition. In the "M+S" row,


there is no talk content, so the "Incremental Value Talk" column is blank on this row.


To further explain the game, I will now describe how values are added to several of the


other rows on the table. Starting with the first row, "M," that represents a game where music is


the last player added to the coalition, but also the first (and only) player in the coalition. The


value associated with a music only service is 20, because music adds $60/month of value to the


service, and the service costs $40/month to operate, leaving a $20/month surplus. That same $20


appears in the "Incremental Value Music" column because when music was added to nothing as.


the last player in the game, it added $20 of value. Since no other content provider is involved in


this version of the service, all of the other columns on the "M" row are blank. The Shaptey


solution treats the two possible ways in which the other two content providers would be added to


the game with music as separate runs of the game.


The third and fouth rows describes what happens when sports is the only content of a


possible SDARS service. The total value of that coalition is zero, because it costs $40/month to


operate the service, and sports generates only $t 5/month in revenue. The "Incremental Value


Sports" column is listed as zero, because sports is the last player adding incremental value to the


service, but the value it brings is zero, because there is no service.


Finally, I describe the operation on the very last row,’"S+M+T." This describes a service


that provides all three kinds of content. Talk is the last player added in this combination, so the


row is designed to test the value that is added when talk joins a coalition that already exists made







up of sports plus music. The total value of the coalition is 60. That is so because the three


services are generating $100/month in revenue, but it costs $40/month to operate the SDARS,


leaving a surplus of $60. Talk brings 25 new customers to this service, or $25/month in added


revenue. Therefore in this last row, in the last column "Incremental Value Talk," talk is given


credit for those 25 new customers. Because the other players were already part of the coalition


and were not the last to join, the columns representing the incremental value they bring as the


last player to the game are left blank.


After all possible permutations of the coalition are considered, all possible incremental


value totals for each separate service are summed up. That is, for example, all of the values that


appear in the "Incremental Value Music" column are added together, making a total incremental


value equal to 240 (20+20+35+45+60+60). Then an average incremental value for each content


player is calculated by taking, for example, the total incremental value added by music (240),


and dividing it by the number of times it added incremental value (6). Music’s average


incremental value in the game is thus 240/6, or 40.


As is indicated at the bottom of the chart, the same operation yields an average


incremental value for sports of 7.5, and for talk of 12.5.


Finally, each content’s incremental value can be restated as a percentage of the entire


incremental value created by the game. The total incremental value created by the game is


40+7.5+12.5, or 60. Music’s Shapley value is thus 40/60 or 66.7%, Sport’s Shapley value is


7.5/60 or 12.52%, and Talk’s Shapley value is 12.5/60 or 20.8%.


We now know, based on this simple model, how much each content provider would fairly


get if there were $60/month of surplus to be divided, as there is in this hypothetical.







Music would get 66.7% of $60 or $40.00/month; sports would get 12.5% of $60 or $7.50,


and talk would get 20.8% of $60 or $12.50.


The Shapley model used in my testimony had many more variables, but it operates in


exactly the same manner as this hypothetical example.







Appendix III - Shapley Values from Alternative Scenarios
Actual Music Shares Weighted to 41.327 Pct- Second SDARS 0.05 Share - .268625908 (65 PcO Music


Constraint - Minimum Coalition 0.5


Radiol 0.00% 6.345%


Radio2 5.00% 6.345%


Music Universall t3.10% 17.999%--


Music_Sonyl 10.87% 12.348%


Musi%Wamerl 7.98% 8.141%


Music~Mll 4.13% 5.949%


Music smA1 1.75% 2.416%


Musi%smBl 1.75% 2.416%


Music smC1 1.75% 2.416%


Tal~l 13.57% 9.034%


Tal~l 4.52% 2.995%


Spo.sBl 6.02% 3.989%


 o.94% 7.  os
NewsBI 6.56% 4.348%


5t.683%


Other Conlent 53.67% 35.626%







Appendix IH - Shapley Values from Alternative Scenarios
Actual Music Shares Weighted to 4].327 Pct - Second SDARS 0.05 Share - .268625908 (65 Pc0 Music


_                     Constraint - Minimum Coalition 0.6


~_adiol 0.00% 5.953%


~adio2 5.00% 5.953%


~! Music_Universal I 13.10% 15.917%


Music_Sony! 10.87% 11.478%


Music_Wamerl 7.98% 7.846%


Music EMIl 4.13% 5.314%


Music_smAl 1.75% 2.219%


Music stuB1 1.75% 2o219%


Music smCl 1.75% 2.219%


13.57% I0.324%
TalkB 1 4.52% 3.461%


SportsAl 12.05% 9.163%


SportsBl 6.02% 4.598%


NewsAl 10.94% 8.326%


NewsBl 6.56% 5.010%


All Music 41.33% 47.212%


Other Content 53.67% 40.881%


Music vs. Other Cont 115.5%







Appendix III - Shapley Values froln Alternative Scenarios
Actual Music Shares Weighted to 41.327 Pct- Second SDARS 0.05 Share - .309952971 (75 PcO Music


Constraint - Minimum Coalition 0.5


Radiol 0.00% 5.028%


Radio2 5.00% 5.028%


Music_Universal I 13.10% -22.870%


Musi%Sonyl 10.87% 22.870%


Music Wamefl 7.98% 7.698%


Music EMI


Music_~AI 1.75% 1.502%


Music smBl 1.75% L502%


Music smCI ].75% ].502%


~al~] 13.57% 7.083%


SpoasAl 12.05% 6.278%


Sponsm 6.02%
NewsAl 10.94% 5.698%


NewsB1 6.56% 3.414%


All Music 41.33% 61.9~8%


O~er Content 53.67% 27.955%


221.7%
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Appendix III - Shapley Values frown Alternative Scenarios
Actual Music Shares Weighted to 41.327 Pct- Second SDARS 0.05 Share - .371943565 (90 Pct) Music


Constraint - Minimum Coalition


Radiol 0.00% 3.487%i


Radio2 5.00% 3.487%1


Music Universall 13.10% 17.463%:


Music_Sonyl 10,87% 17.463%


~ Musi%Wamer] 7.98% 17.463%


Music EMIl 4.13% 17.463%


Musi%~Al 1.75% 1 .N0%


Music smBl 1.75% 1,~0%


Music smCl 1.75% 1.040%


Tal~l 13.57% 5.076%


~ Ta!~l 4.52% 1.689%


SpousAl 12.05% 4.503%


SponsB1 6.02% 2.248%


NewsAl 10,94% 4.088%


NewsBl 6.56% 2,451%


AllMusic 41.33% 72.972%


O~er Content 53.67% 20.055%


Music vs. Other Cont 363.9%







Appendix III - Shapley Values from Alternative Scenarios
Actual Music Shares Weighted to 41.327 Pct- Second SDARS 0.05 Share - .371943565 (90 PcO Music


Constraint- Minimum Coalition 0.6


Radiol 0.00% 3.581%


Radio2 5.00% 3.581%


Music_Universal 1 13.10% 16.247%


Music_Sonyl 10.87% 16.247%


Music W~erl 7.98% 16.247%~


Music_E~ 1 4.13% 16.247%


Musi%smAl 1.75% 1.107% ~


Music smBl 1.75% 1.107%


Music smCl 1.75% 1.107%


TaI~ 1 13.57% 6.2 ] 0% ]


Val~l 4.52% 2.067%


SpoUsAl 12.05% 5.505%


SpoasB1 6.02% 2.752%


NewsAl 10.94% 4.997%~


NewsBl 6.56% 2.999% :


AllMusic 41.33% 68.308%


Other Content 53.67% 24.530%


Music vs. Other Cont 278.5%







Appendix III - Shapley Values from Alternative Scenarios
Even Music Shares Weighted to 41.327 Pct- Second SDARS 0.05 Share - .268625908 (65 PcO Music


Constraint - Mbffmum Coalition 0.5


Ra~ol 6.195%0.00%


Radio2 5.00% 6.195%


Music Universal I 5.90% 7.387%


Music Sonyl 5.90% 7.387%


Music Wamerl 5.90% 7.387%


Music gMl 1 5.90N 7.387%


Music sinAI 5.90% 7.387%


Music stuB] 5.90% 7.387%


Mnsic smCl 5.90% 7.387%


Tal~l 13.57% 9.098%


Spo~sAt 12.05% 8.063%


SpogsB1 6.02% 4.023%


NewsA 1 10.94% 7.314N


NewsBl 6.56% 4.385%


All Music 41.33% 51.706%


O~he~ Con~ent 53.67%35.904%


Music vs. Other Con~







Appendix III - Shapley Values from Alternative Scenarios
Even Music Shares Weighted to 41,327 Pct - Second SDARS 0,05 Share - .268625908 (65 PcO Music


Constraint - Minimum Coalition 0.6


Radio2 5.00% 5.858%


Music Universal I 5.90% 6fl 12%


Music_Sonyl 5.90% 6.7t2%


~ Music_Wamerl 5.90% 6.712%


M~sic_~Mt 1 5.90% 6.712%


Music s~l 5.90% 6.712%


Music_smBl 5.90% 6.712%


Music smCl 5.90% 6.712%


Tal~l 13.57% 10.407%


Wal~l " 4.52% 3.508%


SpousAl 12.05% 9.255%


Spo~sB1 6.02% 4.649%


NewsA1 10.94%


NewsBl 6.56% 5.0~%


All Music 41,33% 46.984%


Other Content 53.67% 41.301%


Music vs. Other Cont 113.8%







Appendix III - Shapley Values from Alternative Scenarios
Even Music Shares Weighted to 41.327 Pct- Second SDARS 0.05 Share - .309952971 (75 PcO Music


Constraint - Minimum Coalition 0.5


~ Radiol 0,00% 4.317%


Radio2 5.00% 4.313’%


Music_Universall 5.90% 9.4!9%


Music_Sony] 5.90% 9.419%


~ Music Warnerl 5.90% 9.419%


~ Music_EMll 5.90% 9.419%


N~ Music_sinAI 5.90% 9.419%


~ Music smBl 5.90% 9.419%


Music smCl 5.90% 9.419%


~ i TalkA1 13.57% 6.438%


TalkBl 4.52% 2.142%


SportsAl I2.05% 5.710%


SporlsBt 6.02% 2.852%


NewsA 1 10,94% 5.183%


NewsBl 6.56% 3.109%


All Music 41.33% 65.934%


Other Content 53.67% 25.433%


Music vs. Olher Cont . [ 259.2%







Appendix 1II - Shapley Values from Alternative Scenarios
Even Music Shares Weighted to 41.327 Pct - Second SDARS 0.05 Share - .309952971 (75 PcO Music


Constraint - Minimum Coalition 0.6


0.00% 4.373%Radiol


Radio2 5.00% 4.373%


Music Universall 5.90% 8.638%


~ Music_Sonyl 5.90% 8.638%


Music Wamerl 5.90% 8.638%


~ Music EMIl 5.90% 8.638%


~ Music_smA1 5.90% 8.638%


~ Music_smB1 5.90% 8.638%


Music smCl 5.90% 8.638%


TalkAl 13.57% 7.783%


~ TalkB1 4.52% 2.602%


~ Spor~sA1 12.05% 6.906%


6.02% 3.456%SportsBl


NewsAl 10.94% 6.275%


NewsBl 6.56% 3.765%


All Music 41.33% 60.468%


Other Content 53.67% 30.787%


Music vs. Other Cont 196,4%
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Appendix III - Shapley Values from Alternative Scenarios
Even Music Shares Weighted to 41.327 Pct- Second SDARS 0.05 Share - .371943565 (90 PcO Music


Constraint - Minimum Coalition 0.5


~ Radiol 0,00% 2.063%


~ Radio2 5°00% 2.063%


~! Music_Universal] 5.90% 11.824%


~ Musie_Sonyl 5.90% 11.824%


N~ Music_Wamerl 5.90% 11.824%


~ Music_EMit 5.90% 11.824%


Music_smA! 5.90% 11.824%


N~ Music_smBt 5.90% 11.824%


N~ Music_smCl 5.90% 11.824%


~ TalkAl 13.57% 3.316%


~ ! TaIkBl 4.52% t.I05%


SportsA1 I2.05% 2.942%


SportsBI 6.02% 1.471%


~ NewsAl 10,94% 2.672%


N NewsBl 6.56% 1.603%


AlIMusic 4t.33% 82,765%


Other Content 53.67% 13,109%


Music vs. Other Cont 631.4%
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Appendix III - Shapley Values from Alternative Scenarios
Even Music Shares Weighted to 41,327 Pct- Second SDARS 0.05 Share - ,371943565 (90 PcO Music


Constraint - Minimum Coalition 0.6


~ Radiol 0.00% 2.231%


Music Universalt 5.90% 11.324%


~ Music Sonyl 5.90% 11.324%


_Music Wamerl 5.90% 11.324%


Music EMIl 5.90% I I.324%


~ Music~mAl 11.324%5.9O%


Music smB1 5.90% 11.324%


Musi%smCl 5.90% l 1.324%


Tal~l 4.52% 1.372%


SponsA1 12.05% 3.652%


6,02% 1.826%Spo~sm
NewsA 1 10.94% 3.3t6%


NewsBl 6.56% 1.990%


All Music 41.33% 79.265%


Olher Content 53.67% 16.273%


Music vs. ~er Cont 487.1%
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APPENDIX IV -- STEADY STATE SURPLUS ANALYSIS


To test the fairness of the proposed royalty during years when the SDARS were spending


heavily to promote future growth of their business, I calculated the surplus that would be earned


in each year between 2007 and 201 l, assuming the SDARS reached a steady state that year, and


did not expect to add subscribers beyond that point in time. This will require the SDARS to


bring in new subscribers when the existing subscribers leave, and, as a result, the SDARS will


incur subscriber acquisition costs. However, these costs will be lower than the costs shown on


the corresponding pro forma statements provided by Mr. Butson. He estimates the costs of a


rapidly growing SDARS, which will be substantial higher than for an SDARS that has reached a


steady state.


I have calculated the annual per-subscriber surplus by constructing a "cost function" for -


the average SDARS. A cost function presents the relationship between costs and output. For


example, a hypothetical, simple cost function for an SDARS might be represented by the


following equation:


Monthly cost = $45 million + $5.00 x "number of subscribers"


In this example, the SDARS incurs fixed cost of $45 million per month and variable cost


of $5.00 per subscriber per month. Therefore, if the number of subscribers were I0 million, the


SDARS’ total monthly cost would be $95 million ($45 million + $5.00 x l0 million). The


average cost per subscriber per month would be $9.50.


1 construct the SDARS cost function out of three inputs: (l) fixed expenses; (2) fixed


capital cost; (3) variable cost. The fixed expenses represent the cost of satellite and broadcast


operations, G&A, R&D. Some of these costs will be modestly sensitive to the output of the firm.


Therefore, l will rely on the estimated level of these costs in Mr. Butson’s pro forma statements







for these years. The second category, fixed capital costs, is the capital carrying charges


associated with the satellite and other facilities of the SDARS. I use the same estimate as in the


2012 case described in the body of my testimony, $228.8 million. I am making a consen, ative


assumption that the SDARS would build the same facilities to serve a smaller number of


subscribers than it is actually projected to serve. Variable cost include: revenue share; royalties;


customer care and billing, cost of merchandise, ad sales, subsidies and distribution, and


marketing. Mr. Butson estimates that these costs will be 43.5% of revenue in a steady-state.


Based on these parameter estimates, 1 then calculate a "steady-state surplus" for each


year, using Mr. Butson’s estimate of the number of subscribers and the revenues per subscriber.


There is no reason, however, that the license fees in each year should be based on that year’s


steady-state surplus. SDARS are in a growth state and willing make investments in fixed


facilities, customer acquisition, and content to growth their business. As stated earlier, payments


to other content providers are not based on the SDARS’ profit during that year, nor are they tied


to the number of customers or revenues for each year (which would be true if the content fees


were based on a steady-state model.)


Nevertheless, one way to examine a rate proposal for the entire license period is to use


the values from the Shapley solution to the model with this steady state surplus as follows:


Present value of the expected revenue to be collected under proposed fees
Less than or equal to:


Present value of the Shapley-based share of the expected steady-state surplus in each year


Applying this test here, it confirms that SoundExchange’s rate satisfies the statutory


factors, in light of the SDARS’ rapid growth, and the dependence of the SDARS’ on music to


attract customers.







Exhibit Sponsored by Michael Pelcovits


[SX Ex. 103 DR [Citigroup research report on Warner Music Group (Sept. 22, 2005)





